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Abstract—In this work we extend our previously proposed
cascading Kalman filtering technique, applied to the problem
of urban network flow estimation, to adopt heterogeneous traf-
fic data sources. Both static infrastructure detection (double
induction loops) and Floating Car Data are collected from a
given transportation network, and employed within separate
stages of the cascading technique. The proposed approach relies
upon notions of traffic flow inference (observability) to both i)
determine the optimal set of locations in which sensors should be
installed and ii) provide enhanced covariance information within
the estimation technique. The impact of both penetration rates
of Floating Car Data and sensor selection procedure is evaluated
empirically, through a microscopic simulation software (SUMO)
generating experimental data on a simple grid-like network.

Test results showcase that the proposed extension to the
cascading framework is indeed beneficial in reducing the overall
estimation error on network segments where static infrastructure
is unavailable. Furthermore, the importance of observability-
based sensor locations is clearly demonstrated.

Index Terms—Traffic Flow Estimation, Observability, Floating
Car Data, Urban Networks

I. INTRODUCTION & LITERATURE REVIEW

In the last decades, development of Intelligent Transporta-
tion System applications has witnessed a dramatic rise, sup-
ported by novel information and communication technologies.
These advanced approaches, ranging e.g. from Travel Time
and Route Advisory Systems to Dynamic Traffic Management,
operate under the assumption that complete knowledge of the
traffic state is available, in order to correctly determine the
appropriate action to be taken at any given time.

Collecting the required data entails however sizeable costs:
on the one hand, a considerable trade-off arises between relia-
bility and precision of measurements and cost of the required
technological infrastructure, as high-precision sensors are both
expensive to install and to maintain [1]; on the other hand,
ensuring complete coverage through measurements alone is
economically impractical, due to the size and complexity of
transportation networks, especially at the urban level [2]. In
order to strike a reasonable trade-off between data require-
ments and collection costs, state estimation techniques such as

This research is supported by the University of Luxembourg’s IRP Con-
TraNet AGR-3132.

Kalman Filtering (KF) have been widely adopted in the past,
so to reconstruct information on portions of the network which
are not directly measured [3]–[8], leveraging appropriate mod-
elling techniques in order to estimate traffic propagation phe-
nomena. Furthermore, multiple sources of traffic data, such as
double induction loop detectors, V2X technologies (Floating
Car Data (FCD), Bluetooth data) and Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) have been combined through data fusion
approaches in order to infer a comprehensive network state
[4], [9]–[11]. Such techniques have found considerable success
both in freeway and arterial/urban corridor state estimation.

When extending these approaches towards urban network
flow estimation, careful consideration must however be taken
with respect to the additional complexities arising due to
the effects of congestion. Rerouting dynamics introduce non-
linearities and additional dependencies between topologically
distant portions of the network [12], which might lead
propagation-based predictions astray, as well as violate the
assumptions required to ensure that the error minimising
properties of Kalman Filtering are maintained.

In this work we continue our recent efforts [13] in at-
tempting to adapt Kalman Filtering techniques to the complex
topological landscape of urban networks. As in our previous
manuscript, we rely on the concept of network flow observ-
ability [14], [15] in order to guide both the optimal selection
of candidate locations for fixed sensing infrastructure (double
induction loop detectors) and provide enhanced correlation
information for the filtering techniques.

We claim the following original contributions for this work:
i) we extend our previously introduced cascading state es-
timation approach to include Floating Car Data in both the
estimation of link travel times and, more importantly, node
turning fractions; ii) we evaluate the impact of road sensor
locations and observability information on the estimation error,
with and without the employment of FCDs.

Validation is carried out on synthetic data obtained through
microscopic traffic simulation (DLR SUMO, [16]), based
upon a simple grid-like network exhibiting significant con-
gestion and rerouting patterns. Test results showcase major
improvement in terms of estimation quality thanks to the
addition of FCD data, successfully reducing estimation error
throughout the transportation network. Moreover, the impact978-1-7281-8995-6/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE
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of observability information on estimation quality, in terms of
both locations and amount of sensors, is clearly illustrated.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section II
we introduce the improved cascading Kalman Filtering frame-
work, specifically detailing the travel-time estimation module
(T-Model) and the node turning fraction estimation module
(TF-Model), as well as the required variations on the overall
cascading scheme. Section III introduces the experimental
setup and discusses the test case results. Finally, we draw
conclusions and remarks for future research in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this Section we detail the updated components of our
cascading filtering framework, as well as the required adap-
tations to the scheme’s structure. For the sake of clarity we
adopt the notation used in our previous approach [13], briefly
summarized as follows. We represent a given transportation
network through a directed graph G(N,L) with N the set
of nodes and L the set of arcs connecting said nodes. For
each link l ∈ L we collect four key measurements for each
simulation time step k: two stationary detection measurements,
link flows f(k) ∈ R|L|×1 [veh/h] and (harmonised) link
speeds v(k) ∈ R|L|×1 [km/h], and two measurements based
on vehicular Floating Car Data, FCD vehicle-link matching
positions [veh/link] and FCD link speeds vFCD(k) ∈ R|L|×1
[km/h]. FCD vehicle-link matching positions are converted to
FCD-based link flow estimates fFCD(k) ∈ R|L|×1 [veh/h] by
re-sampling the FCD link counts appropriately, considering
the (assumed known and fixed) FCD polling rate. Penetration
rates are assumed unknown, and both T-Model and TF-Model
are designed to operate independently from this parameter.
Topological characteristics of each link are also assumed
known, such as free flow speed vlff [km/h], capacity cl
[veh/h] and length sl [km]. To distinguish between measured,
predicted and estimated variables we adopt the following
symbols respectively: �̃ (measured variable), �− (predicted
variable), �̂ (estimated variable).

A. Link travel-time estimation: the updated T-Model

We extend our previously proposed T-Model by employing
FCD speed measurements ṽFCD(k) alongside harmonised link
speeds ṽ(k) in a sensor fusion KF. Specifically, we enrich
measured harmonised link speeds with free flow information,
and combine this information with FCD measurements in the
KF’s prediction step. We begin by computing an estimate
of link travel times τ̂l(k) = Aτ · τ̂lff + B · τ̃l(k) where
τ̂lff = sl/vlff is the topological free-flow link travel time
and τ̃l(k) = sl/ṽl(k) the current measured link travel time
based on loop detected data. As in our previous work, matrix
Aτ ∈ N|L|×|L| bears elements all = 1 if link l is unmeasured
and zero otherwise, while matrix B ∈ N|L|×|L| = (I − A)
operates in the exactly opposite fashion. The a-priori link travel
time estimate is therefore based on harmonised link speeds
collected by loop detectors, where available, while assuming
free flow travel times elsewhere. The prediction step of the
T-Model is as follows:

τ−l (k) = 0.5·τ̂l(k) + 0.5 · τ̃lFCD(k) (1)

P−,τK = P τK−1 +Qτ (2)

where matrix P τk is the predicted filter’s covariance matrix,
initially set to P τ0 = 0.1 · I . This step essentially performs a
50-50 split sensor fusion between stationary detected harmonic
link speeds, where available, and FCD-based average link
speeds.

The Kalman Filter gain and estimate filter’s covariance
matrices can then be computed as follows:

Kτ
K =

P−,τK

P−,τK +Rτ
(3)

P τK = (I −Kτ
K)P−,τK (4)

Finally, the error correction step can be performed as
follows:

τ̂l(k) = τ−l (k) +Kτ
K · (τ̃lFCD(k)− τ−l (k)) (5)

The updated T-Model adjusts therefore the predicted link
travel times τ−l (k) assuming that the average speeds measured
through Floating Car Data offer a higher level of precision with
respect to the data collected by the sparsely available double
loop detectors in the network. The prediction process noise’s
covariance matrix is chosen as Qτ = 104 · I . To populate the
measurement noise’s covariance matrix Rτ we employ link-
to-link incidence information such that rij = 1∀(i, j) : ∃n ∈
N : li ∈ out(n) ∪ lj ∈ in(n), that is an element (i, j) of Rτ

is set to 1 if there is a node n such that link li is part of its
incoming link set in(n) and lj is part of its outgoing link set
out(n). The order of magnitude difference between the two
covariance matrices’ elements has been chosen to imply we
trust the collected data considerably more than the model’s
prediction.

B. Node turning ratios estimation: the updated TF-Model

Compared to our previous contribution, in this work we
rely on the FCD-based link flow measurements f̃FCD(k)
to estimate the node turning ratios at each intersection. To
achieve this objective, we employ a sensor fusion KF to
augment the measured link flows f̃m(k),∀m ∈M with FCD
measurements, where M is the set of links l ∈ L for which
a loop detector is installed and U = L \M the unmeasured
link set.

As in our previous work, we begin by deriving the observ-
ability matrix Ψ:(

f̃m(k)
f−u (k)

)
=

(
I 0
Ψ 0

)
·
(
f̃m(k)
f−u (k)

)
(6)

We classify four potential sources of link flow information for
each link: measured link flows f̃m(k), FCD-estimated flows
on directly measured links f̃mFCD(k), FCD-estimated flows
on unobserved links f̃uFCD(k) and observability-based link
flow estimates f−u (k) = Ψ · f̃m(k). Each source of infor-
mation employed for data fusion is assigned a level of trust



σ ∈ [0−1]. For the sake of node turning fraction estimation we
consider directly observed link flows as perfectly trustworthy
(σl = 1), followed by FCD-based information on unobserved
links (σ = 0.9). In accordance to our previous findings,
direct observability-based estimation is instead considered
rather untrustworthy (σ = 0.1), and, finally, redundant FCD
measurements on links equipped with loop detectors can be
simply discarded (σ = 0).

We derive the following prediction equations for our TF-
Model Kalman Filter:

f−TF (k) = ATF ·Ψ · f̃(k) +BTF · f̃FCD(k) (7)

P−,rfK = ATFPTFK−1A
TF T +QTF (8)

where the predicted filter’s covariance matrix’s initially set
to PTF0 = 0.1 · I and the matrices ATF ∈ R|L|×|L| and
BTF ∈ R|L|×|L| capture the level of trust of the four data
sources as follows:

ATF = {aii} :


aii = 1 : i ∈M
aii = 0.1 : i /∈M
0 otherwise

(9)

BTF = {bii} :

{
bii = 0.9 : i /∈M
bii = 0 otherwise

(10)

The appropriate KF gain matrix can be computed as follows:

KTF
K =

P−,TFK

P−,TFK +RTF
(11)

leading to the following correction step:

f̂TF (k) = f−TF (k) +KTF
K · (f̃FCD(k)− f−TF (k)) (12)

PTFK = (I −KTF
K )P−,TFK (13)

The filter design matrices QTF ∈ R|L|×|L| and RTF ∈
R|L|×|L| are populated so to reflect the earlier classification
of data source trustworthiness, as follows:

QTF = {qii} :


qii = 0.1 : i ∈M
qii = 104 : i /∈M
0 otherwise

(14)

and

RTF = {rii} :


rii = 104 : i ∈M
rii = 0.1 : i /∈M
0 otherwise

(15)

As for the T-Model presented earlier, we consider flows
collected through FCDs as the data source for our error-
correction step. Finally, the estimated turning fractions ρ̂nq(k)
for each node-link couple (n, q) such that p ∈ out(n)∀n ∈ N
can be computed as follows:

ρ̂nq(k) =
f̂qTF (k)∑

p∈in(n) f̂pTF (k)
(16)

C. Cascading filtering approach

The updated cascading filter approach is shown in Fig-
ure 8. The simpler observability-based TF-Model has been
substituted by our newly proposed sensor fusion filter, and
appropriate data connections have been introduced to represent
the measurements obtained from the ground truth simulation
(SUMO) as well as the additional pathways arising between
the cascading filter’s building blocks. The F-Model developed
in our previous contribution is applied as-is, and not reported
in this work for the sake of concision.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this Section we first detail the setup of the case study
network, as well as the specific Key Performance Indicators of
choice. Test results are subsequently presented and discussed.

A. Experimental setup

For the sake of continuity and comparability, in this paper
we once again employ the simple grid-like network shown in
Figure 1. Flow enters the network from origin nodes (1− 3),
flowing horizontally to reach destination nodes (19 − 21)
respectively and vertically from nodes (4, 9, 14) to reach nodes
(8, 13, 18), respectively. Link lengths are chosen equal to
sl = 1km∀l, links are single-lane, bearing a capacity of
1800veh/h and a free flow speed vlff = 50km/h except
the bold vertical connection, which instead features two lanes
per traffic direction, reaching a capacity of 3600veh/h and
increased free flow speed vlff = 100km/h. The network is
simulated through DLR SUMO, considering a traffic demand
of 500veh/h for the three horizontal Origin-Destination pairs
and 1000veh/h for the three vertical.

Fig. 1. Test case network.

Individual trips are generated for each O/D couple through
SUMO’s od2trips tool, and lane-based measurements of traffic
flows and harmonised speeds, obtained from simulated E1
double induction loop detectors with a refresh rate of 60s,



are collected once the Dynamic User Assignment duaIterate
tool has completed simulation. Alongside these fixed sens-
ing infrastructure measurements, vehicular Floating Car Data,
containing vehicle-link matches (trajectories) and speeds, are
collected at a refresh rate of 30s. The cascading KF procedure
is implemented in MathWorks® MATLAB™.

Before their inclusion in the cascading filtering framework,
FCD outputs are pre-processed in order to convert vehicle-link
matches to link flows and speeds. Specifically, vehicle counts
are accumulated on a link-by-link basis at the FCD data’s
original refresh rate, the resulting flows in [veh/30s] are then
smoothed through a five-timestep Moving Average (MA) filter
and finally undersampled in order to align the sampling rate
to that of loop detectors. Similarly, FCD-based vehicle speeds
are averaged on a link-by-link basis, before MA filtering and
undersampling. Loop detector outputs are equally smoothed
through a five-step MA filter. Finally, estimated demand d̂(k)
is computed considering the total demand as uniformly dis-
tributed throughout the complete simulation horizon of 2h. In
order to ensure consistency of route choice, a total number of
100 iterations is utilised.

To assess the impact of sensor locations on the proposed es-
timation framework, we adopt two random and one determin-
istic location selection approaches: a pure random approach
for which both the amount and the locations of sensors to
be placed on the network are drawn from discrete uniform
distributions U{1, 36}; a random loc. approach, for which
while the locations of sensors are drawn from a uniform dis-
tribution U{1, 36}, the amount of draws is assumed constant
and equal to that known to yield full observability and, finally,
the observability deterministic approach, based on [17], which
yields the sensor locations shown in green in Figure 1. A
total of 10 random draws are performed. When considering
randomly generated locations, other than adapting the data
sources themselves, unobtainable observability information is
omitted from both the TF-Model (Ψ is assumed an all-zeroes
matrix of appropriate dimensions) and F-Model (the structure
of the filter design matrix QF is adapted accordingly i.e. a
diagonal matrix of appropriate dimensions).

In order to showcase the impact of the newly included
FCD data, as well as the importance of appropriate sensor
location selection, we compute the Absolute Percent Error
(APE) in terms of link flows for all umeasured links lu ∈ U .
APE distributions are represented through box-plot graphs for
the sake of immediacy. The APE measurements collected for
randomly generated sensor locations pertain to the cumulative
distribution from all draws.

B. Test results

We begin this Section by comparing the results of our
previously developed TF-Model [13] with those of the newly
proposed sensor fusion based approach of Section II, on a
selected subset of unmeasured links, shown respectively in
Figures 2 and 3.

These results, obtained considering an unrealistic FCD
penetration rate of 100%, showcase indeed how the proposed
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Fig. 2. Estimated vs Ground-truth flows on selected links. Observability-based
TF-Model.
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Fig. 3. Estimated vs Ground-truth flows on selected links. Proposed data
fusion TF-Model.

data fusion approach is capable of considerably improved es-
timation of node turning ratios and, thus, link flows. Naturally,
as the penetration rate decreases we can expect the gains in
estimation quality to reduce substantially, reverting eventually
to the results obtained by the cascading scheme when no such
data is available. An analysis showcasing this effect is reported
in Figure 4, in terms of Absolute Percent Error distribution,
for penetration rates of 0%, 50% and 100%.

Indeed, the distribution of APE changes considerably as
the penetration rate of FCD-equipped vehicles rises in the
network. It is however important to remark that the rate itself
is not involved in any computational aspect of the approach,
only affecting its outcome exogenously.

In the final set of tests we aim to assess the impact of
sensor locations on estimation quality, by comparing the APE
distribution resulting from randomly generated locations with
those pertaining to observability-based solutions. Figures 5,
6 and 7 detail the impact of sensor locations for the three
instances of, respectively, 0% FCD penetration rate, 50%
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penetration rate and 100% penetration rate. It is important to
remark that the three figures do not share the same Y-axis
scales, for the sake of representability.
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Two key considerations arise from these results. Firstly,
the proposed cascading framework appears to be strongly
susceptible to sensor locations, and seems indeed capable
of exploiting the topological inference information obtained
through the observability matrix Ψ to considerably improve
the overall quality of the performed estimation, whereas less
topologically significant locations lead to considerable losses
in estimation performance. Secondly, the impact of poorly
selected locations apparently transcends the penetration rates
of Floating Car Data, suggesting that observability principles
could in fact play a solid role in complementing the application
of data fusion techniques in transportation, exploiting the
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50% FCD penetration rate.
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additional information embedded in topological connectivity.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we developed a cascading data fusion filtering
technique applied to network traffic state estimation. Loop
detector and Floating Car Data are combined in order to
produce reliable estimates of both link flow travel times and
node turning ratios. The impact of sensor locations on the
estimation accuracy is evaluated, comparing the effect of
observability-based sensor placement with randomly generated
locations. Test results showcase that the inclusion of FCDs
leads to substantially reduced estimation errors as penetration
rates increase, and that, indeed, sensor locations play a key
role in enabling the highest possible levels of precision in
measurement reconstruction. Further testing is warranted on
real-life networks in order to both validate whether the pro-
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posed approach is effectively capable of maintaining desirable
performance in large scale networks bearing complex connec-
tivity patterns, as well as to include explicit consideration of
the impact of traffic lights and the resulting queuing and travel
time dynamics occurring at a signal cycle level.
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